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Enjoy Music Băile Felix International Music Festival
2021

COPYRIGHT STATEMENT

Surname, First and middle name______________________________________________,street
address:_______________________________________________________________________
city___________________________________,region._________________________________,
country:_________________________, Identification card No. __________________________,
Email:________________________________, phone :_________________________________.
As:
❏ Contestant over 18
years
❏ Contestant`s parent

❏ Legal Guardian

❏ Coordinating
Teacher

Of the contestant : Contestant name:_____________________________________________________
I declare that I assume responsibility for the interpretation of the pieces from the competition repertoire:
The title of the song:____________________________________________________________
Composer:____________________________________________________________________
Lyricist:______________________________________________________________________

Regarding the copyrights and their related ones for the interpretation within the Enjoy Music Băile Felix
International Music Festival 2021, (in case of minors this declaration will be completed by a parent /
guardian) and that they agree with the assignment of the rights which derives from the artistic
performances from this event to the organizers of this festival-contest.
I mention that I have read the Contest Rules and the conditions imposed by the organizers to participate
in this activity, I know that the organizers * do not assume responsibility for copyright and related
rights, the songs performed in the contest, the contestant / legal representative of the contestant being
solely responsible for any direct or indirect consequences that may arise as a result of participating in
this contest, and that I agree to the use and processing of data, images and youtube video of the
competitor, according to Law 677/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to data processing
with personal character and free circulation of these data, for the purposes of promoting the media,
media, newspapers, TV, radio and internet of the event, the participants and the winners of this event.

Date:

Signature:

*It has to be completed in electronic format or printed and completed by hand, and sent to the email address:
festivalulenjoymusic@gmail.com together with all the documents and materials mentioned in the regulation.

